Absteact-In
Under different assumption of convexity, several auth -ors establish various duality results. Zhang Ying, Zhu Bo and Xu yingtao discussed nonsmooth programming by a class of Lipschitz ) , ( r p B− invex function, studied Mond-Weir type dual and Wolfe type dual, derived many dual conditions, Liang Zhi'an, Zhang Zhenhua [9] considered duality for uniform invex multi-objective programming, derived many dual conditions, MorganA. Hanson, Rita Pini and Chanchal Singh [10] researched multiobjective programming problem, using Lagrange multiplier conditions, established many sufficiency results, proved weak, strong and converse duality theorems in the Mond-Weir setting by V-type I-invex functions, Mohamed Hachimi, Brahim Aghezzaf [11] 
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is said to be strictly 
is said to be strong 
is said to be weak In above section, 
Example 2. 9 We consider a differentiable function Example 2. 10 We consider a differentiable function,
then it is not difficult to prove that It's a contradiction with (2) and (iii). Thus, y is an effic -ient solution of (VP). Qingxiang Zhang was born in 1954, a professor of Yanan University, engages in optimization theory, algorithm and Application.
